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the free version of winrar is good enough for general use. it has its own
repair tool but we found it to be slow and sometimes even fail to recover
damaged archives. it has a limited repair tool for rar archives but not all
archives have corruptions. the first time we tried to extract an archive,
winrar complained the file was corrupt. the second time it worked fine

though. we had to do the same for other archivers we tested. bandizip used
to be completely free but it now has paid and ad supported versions. the

dedicated zip repair window is a paid only feature. thankfully, the last really
free version can open a corrupted zip file by just opening it as normal.

browse for the file or drop it onto the window. just ignore the file is broken
popup and the files that can be recovered will appear in the main window.
from there, extract what you can. after looking at the program i think this

one is a bit over rated. there are so many other partition recovery tools out
there. the program seems to be a step up from the free version of winrar.
but in reality there are so many other tools out there that it doesnt really

matter if you use winrar or not. i am sure it is an excellent program but for
a hard drive partition recovery program i would rather go with a more free
tool like ccleaner which does a much better job at cleaning up the system.

for a windows cd/dvd partition recovery program, i would rather use
something like titanium partition manager. this program is a great tool if

you have trouble recovering files from a windows cd. with a corrupt
windows cd, the files can be extracted with the ccleaner tool or other

cd/dvd recovery tools. but if the files are corrupt or damaged on the cd/dvd,
the only way to recover them is by using this software. the program is

intuitive and easy to use. it is designed to work specifically with windows
cd/dvds. if you have multiple hard drives or a non-windows operating

system, you may have problems using this tool. the free version of winrar
does not include this functionality.
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